
2020 Summer Challenge (May) - Water 
 

Name Title      Ave  

Pos 

Stu Whitfield Atlantic surf 16 17 18 19 16 17.2  

Peter Guildford Blackbird having drink of water 16 15 15 15 16 15.4  

Paula Maxfield Blue bottle 17 18 18 17 18 17.6 3 

Ian Butterworth Convergence 17 -- 20 17 17 17.75 2 

Geoff Heslop Crashing waves 16 15 15 16 16 15.6  

George Astle Diving in -- 17 17 18 17 17.25  

Mark 
Hutchinson 

Nothing but coloured water 16 16 17 -- 18 16.75  

Martin Howard Power of the sea 16 17 20 16 16 17  

Ed Board Stripes of colour 18 19 20 20 20 19.4 1 

Adrian White The nature of water 17 17 17 17 16 16.8  

Brian Cooper Transition 15 15 14 17 -- 15.25  

John Leigh Water 16 15 19 17 17 16.8  

Gordon Quinn Watering 15 16 -- 16 16 15.75  

 

Atlantic surf 

GA Colour & spray of wave very good, has potential but rock is a distraction, no need for the sky 

MH Great colours, action caught well, possibly didn’t need the sky. 
 
IB Well presented, wind blown seascape. Difficult to get eye to settle, perhaps a tighter selection on wave 
break and wind driven spray would help. 

BC I feel no need for the sky or the rock. Not convinced about the border. 

GQ Caught good action and is technically good with the colours and controlled highlights. I feel a crop from 
the top down almost to the top of the water. 
 

Blackbird having drink of water 

GA Good photo of the blackbird & fountain, but as subject is the bird we have too much background, need 

to crop background out. 

 MH Blackbird – main subject is too small. Closer crop would concentrate the view. 

IB Blackbird is a little soft and it is the main point of interest. The water aspect is limited and not strong 
enough to represent the subject of the challenge. There is a lot of unwanted space and a close-up including 
the bird’s head and the water ripple might have a greater effect. 
 
BC This image could benefit from a closer crop, losing most of the green hedge in the background and 

some of the foreground. 



GQ A top crop would have helped the image, but as the title states, the bird is the image subject and not 

the water as required. 

Blue bottle 

GA Like the idea, would like to see more of the blue dye etc and less of the rest. 

MH Nice subject, orange background compliments the Blue ink. Possibly should have removed the white 

lights 

IB Impressive contorted plume within the water column. The top of the bottle adds little to the image and a 
greater concentration on the contents would emphasise the subject. 
 
BC A simple, effective image. Need to lose some of the reflections in the top of the bottle. 

GQ The empty top to the bottle is distracting and should be cropped to just see only the very interesting 

effect achieved in the water. 

Convergence 
GA too white & black. 
 
MH Lots of action but didn’t know where to focus my attention. 

BC Lots of motion, but no real focal point. 

GQ Great composition of the water patterns presented in the dynamic portrait format and held in naturally 
by the natural landscape. Technically very good. 

 

 

Crashing waves 

GA Has potential, needs top third cropping so photo concentrates on wave & rocks 

MH Mucho action, but lighting look flat and a little dark 

IB Interesting composition of rocks and the waves interaction. Too much blue sea and the image would suit 

a ‘letter box’ approach.  A more selective emphasis on the wave/rock interaction would help satisfy the 

title and have more relevance to ‘water’. 

BC I like the rising of the waves on the rocks, then the evidence of cascading over them. 

GQ The calm top half belies the action title and even severe cropping would not raise much excitement. 

Diving in 

MH Wildlife action caught well. 

IB What a fine image of these two diving gannets, so much so they lessen the effect of the plume of water 
created by the emerging bird. This bird and fish have water shedding from the head and perhaps this would 
make a more targeted image. 
 
BC Good nature photograph, but main subject is the gannets rather than the water. 

GQ A really good action shot of the gannets, but the gannets and not the water are subjects. 

 

 

 



Nothing but coloured water 

GA good still life, has potential, great colours, some good glass but not sure of the arrangement, was it 

intentional to hide the pint glass? 

IB Use of the mirror enhances all the glassware and contents. It’s a very busy picture with multiple shapes 

and colours, thank goodness the title tells us the content is water… wine of these colours would be unusual. 

BC Good crisp colours and focus. Would question if the rear left glass (with green liquid) is required, leaving 

five pieces of glass, rather than six. 

GQ Being immediately drawn to the bright cut-glass of the decanter and surrounded by the other cut-

glasses, the contents of the glasses almost went unnoticed. The only issue in this good presentation is the 

confusion with the reflections and refractions in the front r. h. green glass. 

Power of the sea 

GA Great capture of the wave hitting the sea wall, but we need to make the wave the subject of the photo 

maybe crop out the rocks on the left. 

MH Big wave, but needed someone running away or close by to give scale. Highlights starting to blow out 

IB Compared to the ‘crashing waves’ image this one does show a crashing wave. A good leading line created 
by the railings steers the viewer into the scene and toward the action. A tighter crop to the Lhside would 
help .There is some loss of detail (and an area of burnout) in the spray. 
 
BC Well caught but appears to be losing detail in the wave. 

GQ Good title. The mass of this water is given scale by the sea-front railings, and the direction of the weak 

lighting and exposure is iso0lating the water from the background. 

Stripes of colour 
GA good attempt, would like to know more about the photographer’s intentions called Stripes of Colour so 
assume wants the background in the photo, there is potentially another photo by cropping in on the water. 
 
MH Like it. Vibrant but simple set up… 
 
IB Well presented image and execution of an interesting idea. A fascinating ribbon of water, the coloured 
stripes show the flow turbulence. A sharp foreground and nicely blurred background showing the origin of 
the colours within the water. 
 
BC Excellent shot, picking up the coloured lines from the muted background in the running water. Well 

seen and very well caught. 

GQ Excellent production. Although I know a judge shouldn’t guess or presume about an image, I can see 

the stripes in the background and there is different focus, but the setting up has been meticulous. 

Something different, well done. 

The nature of water 

GA different 

MH Picture with meaning.. Text and image a little subdued, lighter and brighter for me…. 

IB A thoughtful combination of 3? images, two seascapes plus the hollow number/letters; the leaky ‘O’ is 
particularly effective. I found the quote distracting and it reduced the impact. 
 
BC Too much of a commercial feel for me – almost a graphic art effect. 



GQ A lot of good work with the presentation but any reading matter in the frame is a compulsive attraction 

for the viewer and the reading takes over from the picture. Writing should only be used in advertising, 

never in competitions. Actually, I think your background image itself would have been a high scorer. 

Transition 

GA Good idea, depth of field too shallow for me therefore not much ice in focus, also needs cropping to 

make subject 

MH Nice Ice idea…  picture is not dynamic enough and a little flat 

IB This was not an easy image to decipher but the transition from ice to water was an effective way of 
meeting the challenge.  I would have preferred the whole of the ice cubes to be in focus and sharp and 
cropping about an eighth off the LH side would improve the viewers appreciation There are three quite 
strong distracting highlights on the cubes. 
 
GQ Good idea but cannot understand the blue colour thinking which takes away the reality and the melt 

difficult to recognise. 

Water 

GA Good colours, different subject, but needs something to draw your eye to the subject of the photo 

MH Melting frost in shadows needs lightening… 

IB Well seen opportunity. The water droplets need to be sharp as they are the point of interest. A crop 

including the two, centre and left, buds only, with some extra sharpening, might help. 

BC A tighter all round crop would help this image. The bottom bud is outsi8de the depth of field and the 

top, partially opened, bud is blown out in the white. Like the thinking behind this, however. 

GQ Showing the frost on the buds is good lateral thinking and the lighting and composition point up the 

frost very well. 

Watering 

GA Well taken, i.e. in focus, correct colours, but needs a better photo of the subject. 

MH The water sprays needs direct sunlight to create mini rainbow to add more vibrance 

IB A good idea to use the spray head. I would have preferred the projection of the water to land within the 
picture space. As it is, it ‘shoots’ off right and out of fame. There is considerable confusion and distraction 
caused by the canes and netting on the RH side as they are in front of the spray 
 
BC Like the idea but the spray takes the viewer out of the picture. The confusion of canes and netting 

doesn’t help to keep attention. 


